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The notes are organized into
different items, enabling you
to access them anytime. Each
item contains customizable
notes, reminders and due
dates. Each note can be

tagged by keywords or to-do
tags to organize notes and
save time. RemindMeData

can be synchronized between
your personal calendar and

the RemindMeData
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application to have a digital
agenda. RemindMeData

Description: RemindMeData
is a lightweight and easy to
use Java-based application
that allows to write down

important information, take
notes and create to-do lists.
The notes are organized into
different items, enabling you
to access them anytime. Each
item contains customizable
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notes, reminders and due
dates. Each note can be

tagged by keywords or to-do
tags to organize notes and
save time. RemindMeData

can be synchronized between
your personal calendar and

the RemindMeData
application to have a digital

agenda. RemindMeData
Features: The Features of

RemindMeData are: *Take
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notes* - you can easily write
down important information
with any kind of text note.

*Take to-do notes* - you can
set a note with a predefined

timestamp as a "to do" in
your personal calendar. *Add

tags to notes* - you can
assign a different tag to each

note to organize and find
them quickly.

*RemindMeData can be
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synchronized between your
personal calendar and the

RemindMeData application
to have a digital agenda* -
The notes can be synced
between both and can be
edited from any device.
*You can create one-off

notes* - You can create notes
in the application and then

you can share them with the
link, email or copy & paste
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*Delete notes - you can
delete your notes anytime

from the application* *Add a
reminder to a note* - You

can set a reminder to the note
(to remind you to do

something) or a due date to
the note (to remind you to do
something in a date) *Delete
a reminder* - you can easily
delete a reminder from the

application, just a click away
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*Create to-do lists* - You
can create lists for particular

notes to have a more
structured way of working

*Add multiple reminders* -
You can add multiple

reminders to the same note
and all the reminders will be

shown
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With Keygen is a lightweight
application designed to

provide you with a simple
digital agenda. It runs on

your Mac, iPhone and iPad
and supports all your mobile

devices. RemindMeData
enables you to write down

your important information,
take notes and create to-do

lists. The notes are organized
into different items, enabling
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you to access them anytime.
You can use it on the go and
simply save them as text or a
picture. Great if you want to
take notes for remembering
your ideas, meetings and to
create reminders. Great if
you want to take notes for
remembering your ideas,
meetings and to create
reminders. Features: *

Simple to create reminders
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using text or pictures * Notes
are organized into different

items, enabling you to access
them anytime * Notes are
stored as text or picture *
Notes with images can be

send by email, sent to social
networks or saved in

RemindMeData via DropBox
You can use RemindMeData
at your office, home, hotel,

on the go or on the road. You
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can use RemindMeData
anywhere you go. * Support
multiple devices and mobile
phone * Access your data

from any device * Use one
device for all your notes *

Import data from Microsoft
OneNote * Store different

types of data in a single note
* Import contacts from your

address book * Take notes on
the go with e-mail or SMS *
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Store the notes into
RemindMeData Use

RemindMeData anywhere
you go. Features: * Simple to
create reminders using text or

pictures * Notes are
organized into different

items, enabling you to access
them anytime * Notes are
stored as text or picture *
Notes with images can be

sent by email, sent to social
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networks or saved in
RemindMeData via DropBox
You can use RemindMeData
at your office, home, hotel,

on the go or on the road. You
can use RemindMeData

anywhere you go. * Support
multiple devices and mobile
phone * Access your data

from any device * Use one
device for all your notes *

Import data from Microsoft
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OneNote * Store different
types of data in a single note
* Import contacts from your

address book * Take notes on
the go with e-mail or SMS *

Store the notes into
RemindMeData 6a5afdab4c
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RemindMeData Activator

RemindMeData is a
lightweight and easy to use
Java-based application
designed to provide you with
a simple digital agenda. It can
be used for writing down
important information,
taking notes and creating to-
do lists. The notes are
organized into different
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items, enabling you to access
them anytime. The user
interface of the application
was inspired by the concept
of a digital day planner. You
can insert as many notes as
you want into an agenda, you
can also separate your tasks
into different categories, and
define different colors for
each category.
RemindMeData has a simple
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and intuitive user interface
that provides options to
change the views and colors.
Screenshot Preview: What's
New: * New: The app is now
available in Italian! * Fixed:
The app did not reload the
data when loading a saved
agenda. * Fixed: The app did
not load the data of a single
note. * Fixed: The iPad
version no longer crashes
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when dragging the note card
too fast. What's New: * New:
The app is now available in
Italian! * Fixed: The app did
not reload the data when
loading a saved agenda. *
Fixed: The iPad version no
longer crashes when dragging
the note card too fast. What's
New: * The iPad version now
has a Coverflow-like mode
of the cards to browse all the
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notes of an agenda. * New:
The app is now available in
Italian! * Fixed: The app did
not reload the data when
loading a saved agenda. *
Fixed: The iPad version no
longer crashes when dragging
the note card too fast. What's
New: * The iPad version now
has a Coverflow-like mode
of the cards to browse all the
notes of an agenda. * New:
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The app is now available in
Italian! * Fixed: The app did
not reload the data when
loading a saved agenda. *
Fixed: The iPad version no
longer crashes when dragging
the note card too fast. What's
New: * The iPad version now
has a Coverflow-like mode
of the cards to browse all the
notes of an agenda. * New:
The app is now available in
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Italian! * Fixed: The app did
not reload the data when
loading a saved agenda. *
Fixed: The iPad version no
longer crashes when dragging
the note card too fast. What's
New: * New: The

What's New In RemindMeData?

Create and view to-do lists
with reminders. Organize
notes into different items,
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enabling you to access them
anytime. Save reminders for
future reference. Helpful
tips: Fullscreen mode can be
configured. Items can be
deleted and the results of one
item can be used to perform
another task. RemindMeData
is inspired by Remindr: You
can send RemindMeData via
email link or via direct link.
RemindMeData Features: *
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Export to plain text, PDF,
HTML, CSV, and SQL. *
Support for a built-in
Reminders. * Support for
different types of Reminders:
Repeating, Single, and
Nested. * Support for
predefined actions. * Support
for quick search. * Support
for using different sets of
Reminders for different
items. * Free (gratis) and
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online version. * Sharing
reminder lists. * Get
notifications for Reminders
created or updated. * User
names and passwords can be
stored in Secure Storage. *
Unlimited number of items
(objects). * The items can be
organized as to-do lists. *
Items can be added to the
Reminders, which can be
repeated or single time. *
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Items can be edited, deleted
or pinned. * Items can be
marked as read. * See the
Reminders for all items on a
list. * Get notifications for all
items in a Reminders list.
RemindMeData Home page:
RemindMeData Updates:
Helpful tips and bug reports:
RemindMeData is Copyright
(C) 2013 Jeroen Bosch
RemindMeData Source
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Code: RemindMeData
Support: Modified Date:
27/12/2013 08:00:00 The QZ
code EXCEL calculate and
save the YEAR and MONTH
of a specific date selected in
the cell A4. In this situation I
want the same cells as the
date A4 got 2 hours before,
to show in the cell C4 the
date 2 hours before.
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System Requirements For RemindMeData:

Supported: Windows XP
(SP3) Windows Vista
Windows 7 DirectX 9.0 (c)
Media Player Version 9
Frostbite Version 6.0 (c)
Memory: 1024MB RAM
(PAGE) 1000MB RAM
(HEAP) Cards: VGA (incl.
VGA console) 16MB VRAM
(c) 2MB VRAM (Aspect
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Ratio) CPU: 3.0 GHz Dual-
Core
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